Creating a pain vocabulary: The benefits of describing and disclosing pain through writing
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Chronic pain sufferers have difficulty translating their abstract and subjective experiences of pain into words. Scales to quantify pain have limited success in accurately conveying the intensity and specificity of pain. Not only do patients who are unable to communicate their pain suffer from isolation and depression, but so do their spouses and children. This study examines the benefits of creating a pain vocabulary through the use of keeping a pain journal and other creative writing techniques as assigned during a six-week online therapeutic pain treatment workshop. Workshop participants must have a qualifying chronic pain condition and are referred to the class by their health care team. Curriculum includes reviewing cognitive frameworks to restructure metaphoric associations about pain. Participants who recognize pain as a communication tool have a better chance of identifying their pain and treating it. Findings shed light on correlations between a patient's ability to express pain and changes in levels of perceived pain and medication dosages. Creating a pain vocabulary is recommended as one way to disclose of tacit knowledge.
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